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STARTING OUT...
Earlier this year, Pepsi decided it

needed to strengthen its online presence and

tie it in with traditional print and broadcast

campaigns. It opted to pilot the concept first

here in the UK and turned to Berkshire-based

Graphico for help.

Graphico was chosen for its unique style of

doing things and because it specialises in

developing websites and CDs as well as

interactive television applications.While the

overall campaign included special promotional

enhanced CDs, a new website and a viral

marketing campaign, it’s the website which

drives the online campaign. Pepsi wanted the

site to be engaging without being too

gimmicky and to provide an experience which

would appeal to their core market.

The site makes extensive use of areas which

Pepsi sponsors, such as music and football.

Mike Price was chosen as head designer for the

project because of his mix of graphic design

skills and ability to put himself in the user’s

shoes when creating his designs.

“Many of my design ideas come from a

fusion of inspiration,” Mike says.“I often

combine books on design to help assess which

colour schemes work with quick rough pen

sketches to keep me focused.The days of

creating elaborate storyboards and visuals just

to win a project are long gone as there just

isn’t enough time for it.

“Ironically, although you need to

understand what makes a good design and

how to create a ‘useful’ design rather than just

a piece of art, a good command of Photoshop

is necessary to get things working on screen

immediately. Of course you can easily spend

hours experimenting with filters and while

sometimes accidents bring creative gifts, the

key is to stay focused on your initial vision.”

WORKING WITH PEPSI
“Graphico designed Pepsi UK’s original site

(www.pepsi.co.uk) for its initial launch last

year,” explained Mike.“The site proved hugely

popular and this year the challenge was to re-

build the graphic approach and combine it

with HTML content and Flash navigation

without losing the Pepsi UK feel.

“One of the things we wanted was for the

main graphic on the site to appear to be

coming out of the page towards the viewer.

While we wanted to use the Pepsi logo to

achieve the greatest impact, Pepsi has built up

a corporate message over a period of many

years so it was important not to stray away

from its existing house style. For example, the

use of the Pepsi typeface in the logo must

remain the same and cannot be stretched or

distorted in any way.

As we were thinking of doing a 3D effect,

this meant we had to create an actual 3D

model and use camera angles to create a sense

of depth rather than distort the image to

create perspective.”

CREATING THE LOGO IMAGE
Mike used Adobe Illustrator to create a file with

the Pepsi logo in it and then imported it into

Kinetix 3D Studio Max. ”A camera was set up in

3D Studio and rotated to give the logo a

perspective and the bevel tool to give it depth.

Once it was positioned, we exported the

various elements – the text, bevel, wireframe

and shadow – as separate TGA files with

embedded alpha channels.This allowed us to
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The splash screen from Pepsi s new UK website, designed by Graphico.
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easily remove the background from each part

of the image as it was opened in Photoshop.

Being able to [control]-click on the

appropriate channel and delete part of the

selection made this an easy process.

“Once we had all the pieces I needed for

the 3D logo, I pieced them together in

Photoshop, placing all the elements in

different layers.This gives me complete

creative control over the hue, saturation and

colour for each element.Working through the

layers, the logo builds up starting with the

initial white Pepsi type all the way through to

the shadow.”

A REFRESHING NAVIGATION
“Pepsi wanted a generic image for the site

which would capture a sense of ‘refreshment’,”

Mike continues.“Our Creative Director Alex

Weller came up with some concepts involving

using shards of ice.We devised a graphic to

represent a cluster of ice shards which would

offer a sense of depth and a level of dynamism

when they were animated.The sharp, random

shape of the ice shards would also contrast

nicely with the more rigid lines and blocks in

the background, all the while maintaining the

Pepsi corporate feel through the use of a

predominantly blue colour scheme.

“We decided to put the cluster of ice shards

surrounding the Pepsi logo and place the

whole thing on the navigation bar.We started

the process by drawing some initial shapes for

the ice crystals in Adobe Illustrator. We

imported the shapes into 3D Studio Max to

extrude and light them, then rendered the

final image out as a TGA file with an

embedded alpha channel. Importing this file

into Photoshop, we were able to use the alpha

channel to create a selection enabling us just

to capture the ice shards themselves.We then

copied this selection and pasted it into our

master Photoshop file for the navigation.

CHANGING HISTORY
You can use keyboard shortcuts to quickly navigate back and 
forth through actions in the history palette.

To move backwards through the history list, type  O- C-Z,
and S-C-Z to move forwards.

MANIPULATING LAYERS
When you need to move or delete layers, try to avoid using Copy,
Paste and Clear as these use a lot more memory and slow down
Photoshop. Instead, drag the layer you need to move up or down
the layer palette, or drag it to the Trash icon in the bottom of the
palette.

NEED MORE RAM?
How do you tell if Photoshop has enough RAM? Select the
Efficiency option in the status bar when working on an image
and check the value. 100% indicates Photoshop is using only RAM

while lower values indicate it is using RAM and the scratch disk.
If values consistently drop below 70%, you need to allocate

Photoshop more RAM or upgrade your memory.

TIPS PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS
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WALKTHROUGH: Creating the logo image in Photoshop

1Working through the layers, the logo builds up starting with the

initial white Pepsi type. 3 This layer contains a chrome effect, achieved using a map in 3DS

Max. I’ve left the Blend Mode set to Normal, but changed the

opacity to 50% to work with the blue underneath it.

2Here I’ve added the extruded sides of the logo to give it depth

using a light blue colour (one of the two main blues which form

the site).

4 I’ve taken the chrome and added a warm red hue to make it

contrast with the blues, and set the opacity to 50% as well.The

overall effect of the three layers gives the sides of the logo a brighter,

warmer appearance than the chrome would do on its own.

6 Finally, the shadow was created by selecting the white text and

clicking Select > Modify. I used “expand” to enlarge the selection

and filled it with dark blue.This offered more control than

Photoshop’s built-in drop shadow layer style.

5Next I’ve added a wireframe created from the text in 3DS Max.

The wireframe is there to add a bit of structure to the image, so

the Opacity has been set to 75 and the Blend Mode to Screen.
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“This method enabled us to remove the

background.We then exported this Photoshop

image as a PNG to maintain the transparency

once we had brought it in to Flash. Some of

these shards had to be re-created as vectors in

Flash, in order to animate them when the user

moves between pages on the website.”

A far cry from Mike’s early days as a student

on a budget, working on a Performa 475 with

16MB RAM.“My technical skills didn’t fare too

well when I was at university,” Mike says

ruefully.“But I was good at illustration.” He

picked up skills in Freehand and Photoshop,

and admits that when he joined Graphico, his

technical skills got a boost.“Everyone here

shares their knowledge and all the designers

swap techniques,“ he says. MF

FILTER FEVER
Many filters work by examining every pixel in your image. The
bigger the file, the more processing required and the longer the
time it takes to complete. You can speed this up by using the
filter’s preview mode (if it has one) or by selecting only a portion
of the image and testing your filter out on that first.

SIMPLE VECTORISATIONS
Vectorised images are quite popular at the moment, but can be
difficult to create. An easy way to achieve the effect quickly and
easily is with the Threshold option. Simply open the image and
select Image > Adjust > Threshold.

COLOUR COORDINATION
When you working with multiple layers in a complex image, it can
be difficult to keep track of different elements which are related.
For those times when you can’t group these layers together, it can
be useful to colour-code them.

Select the Layer Properties from the Layer menu and choose a
colour which will tint the layer in the palette.

TIPS 
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1 The shapes for the shards were created in Adobe Illustrator then

imported into 3D Studio Max to be extruded and lit.The resulting

image was imported into Photoshop and the alpha channel used to

create a selection.

2With the shards were isolated, we were able to use the selection

to completely remove the background.The shards were then

exported as a PNG to maintain the transparency when imported into

Macromedia Flash.

4 To capture the concept of “refreshing”, we decided to animate

some of the ice shards.To achieve this, some of them were re-

created as vectors in Flash.

6Once the remaining Photoshop elements and Flash files were

combined with the animation, the navigation bar was complete.

5 This image illustrates the pieces of the interface that have been exported from Photoshop and into Flash to be animated when the user

navigates around the site.The rest of the page was be produced in Photoshop and standard HTML.

WALKTHROUGH: Building the navigation bar in Flash

3 The Pepsi logo was exported separately from the shards as it was

only in bitmap form and would not be animated.
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GOING
FURTHER

Pepsi s new site is part of its new corporate branding strategy, which extends across new media as well as
traditional print and broadcast advertising campaigns.
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